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NO angular distributions in the photodissociation of „NO…2 at 213 nm:
Deviations from axial recoil

A. V. Demyanenko, A. B. Potter, V. Dribinski, and H. Reislera)

Department of Chemistry, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California 90089-0482

~Received 26 March 2002; accepted 13 May 2002!

Angular distributions of selected rotational states of NO(A 2S1,n50) products obtained in the 213
nm photodissociation of (NO)2 have been determined in a molecular beam by using the
photofragment ion imaging technique. Specifically, images of NO(A,n50) products inN50, 11,
and 19 have been recorded, for which the maximum energies available to the NO(X 2P) products
are 2038, 1774, and 1278 cm21, respectively. The recoil anisotropy parameter of the
photofragments,beff , decreases significantly at low center-of-mass translational energies from its
maximum value of 1.3660.05, and depends strongly on the rotational angular momentum of the
photoproducts. This behavior is described well by a classical model that takes into account the
transverse recoil component mandated by angular momentum conservation. For each of the
observed NO(A) N states, highly rotating NO(X) levels are produced via planar dissociation, and
the angular momenta are established at an interfragment separation of about 2.6 Å. For most of the
center-of-mass translational energy range, both corotating and counterrotating fragments are
produced, but at the lowest energies, only the latter are allowed. The correlated rotational energy
distributions exhibit deviations from the behavior predicted by phase space theory, suggesting that
exit-channel dynamics beyond the transition state influences the product state distributions. In this
study, a new method for image reconstruction is employed, which gives accurate angular
distributions throughout the image plane. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1490599#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Weakly bound molecular complexes are valuable mo
systems for studying vibrational energy transfer and unim
lecular decay.1,2 The reason is that their bond dissociati
energy is generally lower than the energies of the vibratio
modes of the strongly bound subunits of the complex, a
the large disparity between the intra- and intermolecular
brational frequencies leads to restricted intramolecular vib
tional redistribution~IVR!, and to state-specific couplings t
the dissociative states. Angular and energy distributions
the fragments are the traditional fingerprints from whi
mechanisms are inferred, andcorrelated distributions pro-
vide even deeper insights into the evolution of the syst
toward the dissociation asymptote, and the forces and c
straints that act in the exit channel.

The dissociation of the nitric oxide dimer, (NO)2 , which
is formed by the pairing of two2P radicals, is particularly
intriguing, because it belongs to the special family of wea
bound complexes that arecovalently bound.3–10The possible
arrangements of the two unpaired electrons, which are
cated inp* orbitals in the monomers, in the nearly dege
erate molecular orbitals of the dimer, give rise to seve
close-lying electronic states.3 Extensive spectroscopic stud
ies have provided detailed information about the ground s
structure, bonding, and dissociation dynamics. The gro
1 1A1 state is bound byD05710615 cm21,7 reflecting its

a!Electronic mail: reisler@usc.edu
2560021-9606/2002/117(6)/2568/10/$19.00
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covalent character. The equilibrium geometry of the g
phase dimer, determined by microwave spectroscopy,
cis-planar trapezoidal structure ofC2v symmetry.4,5 The
N–N bond distance is 2.236 Å, the ONN angle is 99.6°, a
the NO bond length is 1.161 Å~about 0.01 Å longer than in
the monomer!.

In contrast to the extensive work carried out in the tim
and frequency domains on the IR vibrational predissociat
of the dimer,6–10 little is known about the photodissociatio
dynamics of the dimer from its electronic excited states. T
intense UV absorption spectrum, first reported by Bernst
and Herzberg,11 is broad and nearly featureless, spanning
range 190–240 nm with a maximum at 205 nm.12,13 The
transition apparently involves the orbital excitationb2←a1

in C2v symmetry, with the transition dipole moment parall
to the N–N bond.

The UV photodissociation of (NO)2 was first studied by
Kajimoto et al.14–18 Experiments at 193 nm revealed tw
open product channels:

~NO!2→NO~A 2S1!1NO~X 2P!,

DH544 910 cm21, ~I!

~NO!2→NO~B 2P!1NO~X 2P!,

DH546 190 cm21. ~II !

The NO(A) rotational state distributions appeared statistic
and were fit by a constrained version of phase space th
~PST!.18 Other studies showed weak alignment and vec
correlations in the NO(A) product, and the authors propose
8 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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that the dissociation occurred mostly in the plane of
dimer.15–17The dynamics were interpreted in terms of a fa
direct dissociation, as indicated by the structureless abs
tion spectrum, and the large value of the recoil anisotro
parameter,b51.0– 1.4.

Studies of (NO)2 photolysis via channel I at 210 nm b
femtosecond time-resolved photoelectron spectrosc
showed that (NO)2 dissociation is not direct but stepwise,19

due possibly to excited state nonadiabatic couplings. It w
proposed that the initially prepared state decays nonadia
cally with a lifetime of'0.3 ps to a ‘‘dark’’ state or manifold
of levels that in turn decays to the products on the lon
time scale of'0.7 ps.Ab initio calculations reveal that in th
UV region, both charge-transfer and Rydberg states can
accessed optically, but the exact energies of the states,
the interactions among them, are presently unknown.3 Thus,
the photodissociation processes leading to channels I an
are currently poorly understood, and are the subject of on
ing investigations.20

In this paper, we describe our first results on the pho
dissociation of the NO dimer via reaction I using the veloc
map imaging technique. Specifically, we report correla
energy and angular distributions in the NO(A,n50) frag-
ment following 213 nm dissociation; i.e., atEav1

52038 cm21. This energy is sufficient to produce eith
NO(X,n50)1NO(A,n50) or NO(X,n51)1NO(A,n
50), but not NO(X,n50)1NO(A,n51). Images are ob-
tained by monitoring selected rotational levels of NO(A,n
50), from which the correlated energy and angular distrib
tions in NO(X,n50,1) are determined. The speed-depend
recoil anisotropy parameter,beff(V), is derived from the an-
gular distributions by using,21

P~u,V!}S 1

4p D @11beff~V!P2~cosu!#. ~1!

Our work demonstrates strong deviations from fragm
axial recoil at low center-of-mass~c.m.! translational ener-
gies. The deviations are described with an extended m
based on the one used previously to model speed-depen
angular distributions in unimolecular decomposition of t
atomic species.22 This model, which assumes planar diss
ciation, relates the transverse recoil to angular momen
constraints for fragment pairs with high rotational angu
momentum.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The experiment involves the generation of (NO)2 in a
molecular beam of NO seeded in He, resonance enha
multiphoton ionization~REMPI! for product NO(A 2S1) de-
tection, and photofragment velocity map imaging for reco
ing the velocity and angular distributions of state-selec
products. (NO)2 dimers are excited in a single photon tra
sition to above the threshold of reaction I, leading to f
dissociation.

The velocity map imaging arrangement has been
scribed in detail elsewhere.23 In brief, it consists of an ion-
acceleration stage, a 60-cm-long drift tube, and a cha
coupled device~CCD! camera that monitors a phosph
Downloaded 14 Jul 2010 to 128.125.205.65. Redistribution subject to AIP
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screen coupled to a microchannel plate~MCP! ion detector.
The ion optics of the ion-acceleration stage is based o
scheme proposed by Parker and Eppink for velocity m
imaging,24 and consists of a repeller, an open extractor el
trode ~50 mm hole!, and an open ground electrode~25 mm
hole!. At an optimal voltage ratio for the repeller and extra
tor plates, all ions with the same initial velocity are focus
onto the same spot on the MCP detector.

Nitric oxide dimer is formed in a free jet expansion
NO:He gas mixture. A doubly skimmed pulsed molecu
beam containing typically 7% of NO seeded in 2.0 atm of
propagates through a hole in the repeller plate. Furt
downstream, (NO)2 is photolyzed with pulsed, linearly po
larized, and mildly focused~f.l.560 cm lens! UV laser ra-
diation ~0.1–0.3 mJ! that intersects the molecular beam a
right angle. Photolysis at 213 nm is achieved by using
frequency-doubled output of an excimer-laser pumped
laser system~Coumarin 440!.

NO(A 2S1) photofragments are probed state selectiv
with the focused output of a Nd:YAG laser pumped dye la
system~Rhodamin 640, 0.2–0.5 mJ; f.l.550 cm lens! by 1
11 REMPI via the E 2S1←A 2S1 transition at ;600
nm.16,25,26 The R branch of the transition is used to prob
different rotational states of the NO(A) photofragment. Both
the A 2S1 andE 2S1 states are spectroscopically well cha
acterized, and the low vibrational levels of theA andE states
are not predissociative.25–28At the employed probe laser in
tensity, the monitored transitions are saturated,28 but the re-
sults do not change when the laser intensity is lowered
about a factor of 10. The photolysis and probe lasers are b
linearly polarized, and introduced coaxially at a right ang
to the molecular beam. The polarization of the photoly
light is directed perpendicular to the molecular beam, in
plane parallel to the detector plane. To minimize complic
tions due to vector correlations, the polarizations of the t
lasers are fixed parallel to each other. We expect that c
tamination of the anisotropy parameter by rotational alig
ment is negligible.16 The time delay between the pump an
probe lasers is kept at 065 ns. Typical signals include the
summation of (1 – 2)3104 laser firings. The angular distri
bution of the fragments reflects predominantly the anisotro
in the photolysis step. Figure 1 shows the probing schem
relation to the dissociation mechanism.

FIG. 1. Energy diagram for the UV dissociation of (NO)2 with subsequent
detection of NO(A) fragments by 111 REMPI via theE 2S1←A 2S1

transition.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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The correspondence between the measured signal
(NO)2 photolysis is checked in two ways. First, the produ
tion of the dimer in the molecular beam is confirmed
detecting (NO)2

1 signals using nonresonant two-photon io
ization at 281 nm, and monitoring mass 60.29 Second, we
verify that the dimer is the main source of the NO(A) signal
by measuring the dependence of its intensity on NO conc
tration in the gas mixture~from 2% to 20%!. The measured
dependence is close to quadratic. By measuring the RE
spectrum of the NOA 2S1←X 2P transition in mixtures of
7%–20% NO, we estimate that the rotational temperatur
the beam isTrot53 – 5 K.

The main source of background ion signal is non-sta
selective ionization of NO(A) fragments by the pump lase
213 nm radiation. Fortunately, it gives only a small cont
bution to the total signal, and the 600 nm REMPI pro
signal is dominant by more than an order of magnitude.
eliminate the contribution from ionization by the pump las
a subtraction routine is employed, which takes into acco
the background signal obtained with the pump laser o
Good spatial and temporal overlap of the two laser bea
minimizes effects due to ionization by the pump.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Following 213 nm photolysis, images were obtained
rotational levels of NO(A 2S1,n50) N50,11,19.30 The
electric field vectorE of the photolysis laser was maintaine
parallel to the vertical direction of the image plane, and
product recoil velocities were aligned predominantly in t
polar direction of the image. The images were symmetri
and, after background subtraction~see Sec. II!, the two-
dimensional ~2D! projections were converted to thre
dimensional~3D! velocity distributions by using the basis s
expansion~BASEX! method for image reconstruction.31

The BASEX method for reconstructing 3D images w
cylindrical symmetry from their 2D projections was deve
oped to enable us to obtain accurate velocity and ang
distributions from regions of the image near the cen
where reconstruction noise is large in the commonly u
inverse Abel transform method~i.e., fast Fourier transform
followed by a discrete Hankel transform!.32 The method is
based on expanding the projection in a basis set of funct
that are analytical projections of known well-behaved fun
tions. The original 3D image can then be reconstructed a
linear combination of these well-behaved functions, wh
have a Gaussian-type shape, with the same expansion
ficients as the projection. In the process of finding the exp
sion coefficients, regularization is used to achieve a m
reliable reconstruction of noisy projections. The method
efficient and computationally cheap, and is particularly w
suited for transforming projections obtained in photoion a
photoelectron imaging experiments. The fragment’s sp
distribution is obtained by analytical integration of the reco
structed image, expressed as a linear combination of b
functions, at each distance from the center over all ang
The angular distributions are directly obtained from the
pression of the image in polar coordinates.
Downloaded 14 Jul 2010 to 128.125.205.65. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Figure 2 shows typical 2D cuts of the reconstructed i
ages of NO(A 2S1,n50) fragments probed in theN50 and
19 states. The total excess energy with respect to the cha
I threshold isEavl52038 cm21, and the maximum energie
available to the NO(X) products areEmax52038 and 1278
cm21 for NO(A) N50 and 19, respectively.

The speed distribution of each NO(A,N) is converted to
a translational energy distributionP(Et) from which the cor-
related NO(X,V,n,J) internal energy~spin–orbit, vibra-
tional, and rotational, respectively! distribution P(Eint) can
be derived, albeit with loss of state resolution, since sev
NO(X 2P1/2,3/2,n,J) states can contribute to eachEt . While
NO(A) fragments are produced only inn50, NO(X) frag-
ments correlated with NO(A 2S1,N50) are produced in
both n50 and 1. The two bright inner rings in Fig. 2 (N
50) correspond to NO(X,n51,J): the intense center ring
marks the onset of NO(X 2P3/2,n51,J), and the larger inner
ring is associated with NO(X 2P1/2,n51,J). The faint out-
ermost ring corresponds to NO(X 2P1/2,3/2,n50,J). Similar
images are obtained for the other two NO(A) statesN511

FIG. 2. 2D cuts of the reconstructed images of NO(A 2S1,n50,N50), and
NO(A 2S1,n50,N519) obtained from (NO)2 photodissociation at 213
nm. The electric field vector of the photolysis laser is parallel to the vert
direction of the image plane.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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2571J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 6, 8 August 2002 Photodissociation of (NO)2
and 19, except that the NO(X 2P1/2,3/2,n51) channel is en-
ergetically closed.

Figure 3 shows theP(Et) distributions for NO(A) in
N50, 11, and 19. The distinct peaks in the translational
ergy distributions correspond either to a specific NO(X) vi-
brational level,n50 or 1 ~in the N50 image!, or to high
rotational levels of NO(X) n50 ~in the N511 and 19 im-
ages!.

In order to derive the dependence ofbeff on Et , the
angular distributions at each distance from the center~i.e., a

FIG. 3. Total c.m. translational energyEt distributions of NO(A 2S1,n
50,N50,11,19) obtained in photolysis of (NO)2 at 213 nm~solid lines!.
The dashed lines show the corresponding PST simulations obtained wit
impact parameter restricted to 2.6 Å. The arrows show the highest tra
tional energies allowed for NO(A 2S1,n50,N50,11,19) which are 2038
1774, and 1278 cm21, respectively.
Downloaded 14 Jul 2010 to 128.125.205.65. Redistribution subject to AIP
-

particular speed! are fit to Eq.~3!. The results are shown in
Fig. 4. Note that each measuredbeff is a weighted average o
the b parameters associated with the NO(X 2P1/2,3/2,n,J)
states whoseEint is complementary toEt . In the case of
NO(A,N50), beff depends on both the vibrational and rot
tional state of the NO(X,n50,1,J) cofragment. The depen
dence ofbeff on NO(X) rotational level is evident in the
NO(A,N511,19) data where only NO(X,n50) is energeti-
cally allowed. The most remarkable feature in Fig. 4 is t
similarity of the functional dependence ofb on Et for the
three N values, despite the large differences in the ene
available to the NO(X) products, and hence their corre

the
la-

FIG. 4. Dependencies of the anisotropy parameterbeff of NO(A 2S1,n
50,N50,11,19) on the c.m. translational energyEt ~squares!. The error in
the measured values of the anisotropy parameter is typically60.05. The
solid lines through the data are the fits obtained by using the model
scribed in the text. The corresponding energy distributions are also sh
~solid lines!. The arrows indicate the highestEt allowed for NO(A 2S1,n
50,N50,11,19).
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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sponding rovibrational distributions. In all three casesbeff

gradually decreases asEt decreases, but then, at a speci
low translational energy, it increases abruptly and later g
down again. The causes for the variation inbeff are discussed
in Sec. IV.

IV. CLASSICAL MODEL FOR NONAXIAL FRAGMENT
RECOIL

A. Angular momentum conservation and transverse
recoil

In a previous paper,22 a model based on energy and a
gular momentum conservation was developed to explain
observed dependence of the recoil anisotropy parameterbeff

on the translational energy of recoiling fragments in the p
todissociation of triatomic species whose transition dip
moment lies in the plane. According to this model, the ro
tion of the diatomic fragment during dissociation must
compensated by the orbital angular momentum of the dep
ing fragments. Consequently, in the limit of small kine
energy release and substantial rotational excitation of the
atomic fragment, the contributions from transverse recoil
come large, andb deviates from its limiting values~2 and
21! even for infinitely fast dissociation. The model was a
plied successfully to the photoinitiated dissociation of a
atomic molecule (NO2) and a van der Waals comple
~ICl-Ne!.22

We now extend this model to the more complicated c
of a four-atomic species dissociating into two diatomic fra
ments. First, such dissociation is not necessarily planar
out-of-plane motions are also possible. Second, unlike
case of jet-cooled triatomic dissociation for which the atom
fragment angular momentum is very small, here three an
lar momenta~i.e., those of the two diatomic fragments an
the orbital angular momentum! can acquire any value pro
vided that total angular momentum and energy are c
served. For NO dimer dissociation we obtain:

J~NO!2
5JNO~A!1JNO~X!1L , ~2!

Eavl5hn2D05Eint
NO~A!1Eint

NO~X!1Et
NO~A!1Et

NO~X! , ~3!

whereD0 is the dissociation threshold of channel I;Et
NO(A,X)

are the c.m. recoil energies of the fragments;Eint
NO(A,X) are the

corresponding internal energies~i.e., vibrational, rotational,
and spin–orbit energies!; J(NO)2

, JNO(A,X) are the angular
momenta of the parent (NO)2 molecule, and the NO(A,X)
fragments; andL is the orbital angular momentum.

The orbital angular momentumL is due to the rotation
of the c.m. of the recoiling fragments around the c.m. of
parent molecule and is predominantly directed perpendic
to the parent molecular plane. The latter means that o
components of the fragments’ angular momenta that are
pendicular to the parent molecular plane can be compens
by L . For purely out-of-plane~helicopter-like! rotation L
'0, and JNO(X)>JNO(A) must dominate in jet-cooled
samples.

In our case,J(NO)2
is determined by the rotational tem

perature of the parent, whileNNO(A)50,11,19 are selected i
the experiment. Since bothJ(NO)2

and JNO(A) are known,
JNO(X) must be related toL, as per Eq.~2!. In the case of 3D
Downloaded 14 Jul 2010 to 128.125.205.65. Redistribution subject to AIP
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dissociation~assumingJ(NO)2
'0! all values ofL between

uJNO(A)2JNO(X)u<L<(JNO(A)1JNO(X)) are possible, while
in the case of purely planar dissociationL5uJNO(A)

6JNO(X)u. The limiting valuesuJNO(A)2JNO(X)u and (JNO(A)

1JNO(X)) correspond, respectively, to fragments counter
tating and corotating in the parent molecular plane~see Fig.
5!. Thus, for a fixed photolysis energy andNNO(A) , high
JNO(X) states must correlate with low c.m. recoil energ
(Et5Et

NO(X)1Et
NO(A)) and a high averageL. For corotating

fragmentsL may be very high.
There can be several reasons for the creation of hig

rotating NO fragments in the dissociation. In direct dissoc
tion, the anisotropy in the angular potential is usually t
main source of torque, while in vibrational predissociatio
the main source of diatom angular momentum is bending
torsional vibrations in the transition state. In the latter ca
for example, the mapping of symmetric and antisymme
bending levels can give rise to both corotating and coun
rotating fragments, unless additional constraints are impo
~e.g., angular momentum constraint; see the following!.

Irrespective of the source of angular momentum,
fundamental conservation laws must be obeyed, and t
impose restrictions on product trajectories. In the c.m. co
dinate system, the classical orbital angular momentum
given by

L5mNOrNO~A!3VNO~A!1mNOrNO~X!3VNO~X! , ~4!

whererNO(X,A) is a vector directed from the c.m. of (NO)2 to
the c.m. of the NO(X,A) fragments, andVNO(X,A) is the c.m.
velocity of NO(X,A). Angular momentum conservation dic
tates that

uL u5umNOR3VNOu5mNO•R•VNO• sinw, ~5!

FIG. 5. The angular momentum vectorsJNO(A) , JNO(X) , and L in planar
dissociation of nonrotating NO dimer. In~a! the two fragments counterrotat
in the plane, and their combined angular momentum can be compensat
a small value ofL . In ~b!, the corotating products result inJ5uJNO(X)

1JNO(A)u, which must be compensated by a much largerL . The critical
distance Rc is the average distance between the c.m. of the fragments
dissociation occurs. The direction of the transition dipole momentm is
shown by an arrow.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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whereR is the distance between the center-of-masses of
departing NO(A) and NO(X) fragments (R5rNO(X)

2rNO(A)), and w is the angle betweenR and VNO. If we
define axial recoil as the direction of recoil of the diatom
fragments with no rotational angular momentum, then t
direction must coincide with R.22 Using, uL u5\
•AL•(L11), and Et5Eavl2Eint

NO(A)2Eint
NO(X) , the relation

between the recoil anglew and the translational energy o
diatomic fragments can be expressed as

sin2 w5
\2L•~L11!

RC
2
•mNO•~Eavl2Eint

NO~A!2Eint
NO~X!!

. ~6!

Here RC is a critical interfragment distance where the ro
tional and orbital angular momenta become established
value can be loosely related to the value ofR at the transition
state; i.e.,RC>RTS. Note that we treatRC as the distance
between the center-of-masses of the two NO fragme
rather than as the N–N bond length, since at this distance
assume that the N–N bond is already broken.

The anglew is related to the recoil anisotropy parame
b by

b52•P2~cosw!. ~7!

From Eq.~6! it is evident that at eachEavl , a specific com-
bination of fragments’ quantum states (JNO(A) ,JNO(X)) and
orbital momentumL will be associated with a distinct trans
verse recoil anglew, and the deviations from axial recoil wil
increase with increasingErot of NO(X). For each
(JNO(A) ,JNO(X)) pair, however, severalL values are possible
e.g., uJNO(A)2JNO(X)u<L<(JNO(A)1JNO(X)) for 3D disso-
ciation, andL5uJNO(A)6JNO(X)u for planar dissociation. We
note that~i! although the measured anisotropy paramete
an average over all possibleb(JNO(A) ,JNO(X) ,L), for
JNO(X)@JNO(A) the allowedL values cluster around the valu
of JNO(X) , and therefore large deviations from axial rec
are expected for highErot of NO(X); ~ii ! the variation ofb
with Et depends on the particular dissociation geometry,
whether or not it is confined to a plane~see the following!;
and ~iii ! in accordance with angular momentum conser
tion, for a givenEavl , JNO(A) , andRC , the condition

Et>
\2

•L•~L11!

2•mNO•RC
2 ~8!

must be satisfied, which constrains the maximum allow
value ofL for a particular pair (JNO(X) ,JNO(A)).

B. Application of the model

The above-described model is general, but its implem
tation is not always straightforward, because the geometr
configuration at which it is applied is ill defined. In particu
lar, the use ofRC is approximate and its value is unknow
and must be either inferred from fits to the data or obtain
from calculations. Also, we do not knowa priori whether or
not the dissociation is confined to the plane.

Simulations of the variation ofbeff(Et) obtained from the
NO(A,N) images were performed as follows. From theEt

distribution for each image,Erot
NO(X) was generated by energ

conservation. The NO(X) rotational state distributions tha
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best fitErot
NO(X) ~after convolution with the instrument resolu

tion function! were derived next~see Sec. V!, and thebeff

values were finally calculated as the weighted average
the individualb values of those NOJ states, whose energie
correspond toEt values that fall within a small rangeDEt .33

The L values allowed by Eqs.~2!, ~3!, and ~8! were deter-
mined for planar dissociation by usingRC as a fit parameter
Since the maximum measured recoil anisotropy (beff51.36
60.05) was less than the limiting value (b52), the final
anisotropy was scaled to provide a best fit to the experim
tal data. Possible causes for the reduction in the maxim
anisotropy value are discussed in Sec. V. The best fits of
anisotropy dependencies were achieved by assuming pl
dissociation andRC52.660.4 Å, and are shown in Fig. 4.

The increase inbeff near the threshold for the opening o
n51 observed in the NO(A,N50) image illustrates that for
the sameEint

NO(X) , fragments generated inn51 have much
less rotational excitation than those inn50, and therefore
give rise to higher values ofb. Such behavior has been ob
served before in the photodissociation of NO2.22

The abrupt increase ofb at small translational energie
observed in theN511, 19 images has a different origin. It
caused by the fact that at low fragments’ translational en
gies, the highL values that correspond tocorotating frag-
ments become energetically forbidden@cf. Eq. ~8!#. In planar
dissociation, only two values,L25uJNO(A)2JNO(X)u and
L15uJNO(A)1JNO(X)u, are possible for each (JNO(A) ,JNO(X))
pair ~assuming parentJ>0!, and the corresponding aniso
ropy parameterbeff is an average of the values correspondi
to L2 andL1 , with the higherL resulting in a smaller value
of beff . Evidently, the exclusion of fragments with th
smallerb values results in a substantial increase in the
served value ofbeff . In contrast, when all values ofL be-
tweenL1 andL2 are allowed~i.e., when the dissociation is
not confined to a plane!, this becomes only a minor effect, a
shown in Fig. 6. We conclude that the increase ofbeff at very
low Et is merely a manifestation of angular momentum co
straints in planar dissociation that allows the formation
only counterrotating products.

FIG. 6. Comparison of simulations of the change in the anisotropy par
eterbeff with translational energy (Et) for the case of 3D~dashed line! and
planar~solid line! dissociation. The corresponding experimental depende
beff(Et) for N519 is depicted with squares. The abrupt increase inbeff

observed at lowEt is reproduced only by assuming planar dissociation. S
the text for details.
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V. DISCUSSION

A. Angular distributions of NO fragments: Variation
of beff

Unlike the well-characterized ground state of (NO)2 ,
very little is known about its electronically excited state
Nevertheless, according to molecular orbital analysis andab
initio calculations the transition dipole moment of the1B2

←1A1 UV system lies in the molecular plane, parallel to t
N–N bond.15–17 This geometry corresponds to a limitin
value ofb52, whereas the maximum value of the anisotro
parameter,bmax51.3660.05, measured at highEt for non-
rotating products is much smaller.

Several factors can lead to a reduction in the limiti
value ofb,34 among them:~i! simultaneous excitation of par
allel and perpendicular transitions;~ii ! parent rotation during
dissociation~lifetime effect!; ~iii ! out-of-plane motions of the
dissociating molecule;~iv! deviations from axial recoil due
to in-plane motions; and~v! contributions from background
signals with lowb values.

If an out-of-plane perpendicular transition is also e
cited, it is expected to add a constant negative contributio
b, which is independent ofEt , and will therefore reducebeff

equally for all fragment speeds. However, neither experim
nor theory support the existence of a perpendicular transi
correlated with NO(A). Moreover, the contribution of suc
transition is expected to change as the excitation wavele
is varied, but measurements ofb in the range 193–220 nm
do not reveal a large variation.17,35An in-plane perpendicula
transition would not result in the observed dependence
beff on Et , as it would contribute values ofbeff ranging from
21 at largeEt to positive ones at smallEt .22,36

Parent rotation during dissociation is known to caus
reduction inb. When the dissociation is not infinitely fast o
the time scale of parent rotation, the parent may rot
through an anglec5v^t& prior to dissociation, wherev is
the angular velocity of rotation of the parent molecule a
^t& is its average lifetime. In the case of a dissociating
atomic this leads to the well-known expression,37

b~Et!5
11~v^t&!2

114•~v^t&!2 . ~9!

Taking into consideration the rotational temperature
the parent~3–5 K!, this formula giveŝ t&51.8– 2.0 ps for
b51.33– 1.41. The measured buildup time of NO(A) at 210
nm is t'1 ps,18 which corresponds tob'1.70, clearly
higher than the measured value. Using the classical me
of Yang and Bersohn gives similar results.38 Since the prod-
uct buildup time has been measured at 210 nm, we h
checked to see whether the maximum value ofb depends on
excitation energy. At 216 and 220 nm, the measured va
are 1.3060.05 and 1.1660.05, respectively, which would
correspond at most to a modest increase in lifetime. We c
clude that lifetime reduction contributes to the reduction
b, but it is not the only factor.

The above-mentioned treatment uses a classical~or
semiclassical! approach to parent rotation, which has its lim
tations, especially for the case of small parent rotatio
quantum numbers.39 However, considering that the measur
Downloaded 14 Jul 2010 to 128.125.205.65. Redistribution subject to AIP
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decay time of the excited electronic state of the (NO)2 elec-
tronic transition under study ist;0.3 ps,19 the rotational
structure in the upper state is unresolved, and a wave pa
of rotational states is excited. The evolution of this wa
packet in time is the origin of the effect of parent rotation
the anisotropy, as described by Eq.~9!.

The effect of out-of-plane motion in the dissociation o
b is harder to evaluate. Such motions may be a result o
symmetry requirement for surface crossing, Franck–Con
overlap, or vibrational energy flow during dissociation. Th
may contribute here as well.

The value ofb can also be reduced if rotation of th
recoil axis takes place during the dissociation due to the e
lution of the molecular geometry. This may happen, for e
ample, if the geometry of the electronically excited state d
fers substantially from that of the ground state, as happen
the case NO2 photodissociation.22 Recall thatb52.0 can be
obtained for nonrotating fragments only when both the tr
sition dipole momentme andR lie parallel to thea axis of a
prolate top. WhenR deviates from thea axis,b,2.0 will be
obtained even for fast dissociation generating nonrota
fragments.22

Additionally, we cannot exclude the possibility that
small background signal whoseb is small leads to some
reduction inbeff . As discussed previously, background su
traction is essential to the data processing, and although d
carefully, a small reduction inb due to this factor cannot be
totally excluded.

In conclusion, it is clear that some of the reduction in t
maximum value ofb for nonrotating products is due to th
finite dissociation lifetime. Out-of-plane motions and rot
tion of the recoil axis due to the evolution of the molecu
geometry during the dissociation are likely causes of furt
reduction. Contamination from signals with lowerb values
cannot be definitively excluded, but is expected to make o
a minor contribution. In contrast, for highly rotating frag
ments, the large reduction inb is caused by the transvers
recoil component in planar dissociation, as described in S
IV.

When comparing the simulated and measured distri
tions of beff as a function ofEt , it must be borne in mind
that for low NO(X) rotational levels~high Et!, no change in
b is expected. It is only by examining the region of hig
NO(X) rotational states~low Et! that the mechanistic origin
of the b variation can be inferred. Our study shows that t
high J states of NO(X) must be produced via planar diss
ciation. For low NO(X) rotational states, our work canno
distinguish between planar and nonplanar dissocia
events, or between corotating and counterrotating fragme

The beff distributions obtained from images of low an
high N states of NO(A) can all be fit by using RC52.6 Å
60.4, which places the transition state~TS! at an internu-
clear distance close to the equilibrium N–N distance in
ground state~2.26 Å!. Therefore, the TS can be consider
‘‘tight,’’ i.e., it has a vibrational structure. In such a case, t
projection ~mapping! of symmetric and antisymmetric in
plane bending wave functions into NO angular moment
states will give rise to both corotating and counterrotat
fragments. Only for very highly rotating NO fragment
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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would the production of corotating products become forb
den by angular momentum constraints@Eq. ~8!#. On the other
hand, the repulsive forces between the fragments alre
start to act near the Franck–Condon region. In such a si
tion, the angular anisotropy of the potential energy surfa
and in particular the coupling between the angular and
dissociative N–N coordinates, are expected to influence
final state distributions as well, causing deviations from s
tistical behavior~see the following!.

It is also worth noting that the model presented here is
agreement with the results of Naitohet al.obtained with 193
nm photolysis.17 These authors inferred the value ofbeff

from Doppler profiles of selectedN states of NO(A) in the
rangeN57 – 23, and found that theaveragebeff value in-
creased for higher N states. Recall that with jet-coole
samples, L>JNO(A)1JNO(X) , and the fragments have
broad rotational state distribution extending to the energ
limit ( JNO(X)<60).17 The peak in the Doppler profile corre
sponds to low fragment velocities@i.e., to highJ states of
NO(X)#, resulting in, on average, a large deviation fro
axial recoil, and a small averagebeff . As theN level of the
monitored NO(A) state increases~but is still not too high!,
the maximum allowed NO(X,J) level decreases, and ther
fore the averagebeff should increase, as indeed observed17

B. Correlated energy distributions

This paper is concerned with the stereodynamical
pects of (NO)2 photodissociation, while the correspondin
scalar properties~correlated energy distributions! will be the
subject of a separate report. Here we comment only on th
dynamical aspects that follow from the anisotropy measu
ments.

The global rotational state distributions of the NO(A,n)
fragments measured before at 193 nm were fit by a c
strained version of PST, in which restrictions due to p
ferred in-plane dissociation for higherN’s were included.18

The relative contribution of in- and out-of-plane motions w
adjusted for each NO(A) rotational state until a fit to the dat
was obtained. Such a fit was carried out for vibrational lev
v50 – 2. The unconstrained PST distributions undere
mated the contributions of low NO(A) rotational states, rela

FIG. 7. Rotational energy distribution of NO(A,n50) fragments after 213
nm photolysis (Eavl52038 cm21).
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tive to the higher ones. The global NO(A) rotational state
distribution measured by us at 213 nm and shown in Fig.
also colder than predicted by PST.

The picture that emerges from the NO(A) images re-
corded at 213 nm is that the NO(X) rotational distributions
correlated with specific NO(A) N states also deviate from
statistical~PST! predictions. Most noticeably, the populatio
of high NO(X) rotational levels is always overestimated b
PST compared to the experiment. Since unconstrained
did not give a good fit, we used an impact parameter c
straint in which the maximum impact parameter was 2.6
the interfragment separation that best fits the anisotropy d
This somewhat reduced the population of highJ states, but
the fit still was not satisfactory~Fig. 3!.

Assuming that the dissociation is constrained entirely
the molecular plane for all rotational states makes the ag
ment poorer. The failure of PST to describe the rotatio
distribution is not surprising, since the dissociation involv
a rather tight TS, a situation for which PST does not app

In order to obtain the correlated NO(X) rotational distri-
butions, the speed distributions were fit by a set of Gauss
functions, each centered at the position of
NO(X 2P1/2,3/2,J) state. The widths of the Gaussian fun
tions were optimized to give the best fit for each speed d
tribution. The relative populations of theJ states were then
determined by a least-squares fit, using Tikhonov regular
tion to stabilize the coefficients in the overlapped region
low J states. This procedure, which was found to be sta
and superior to iterative methods, is similar to the one u
in the image reconstruction.31 Because of the small separa
tion between lowJ states (J<5) in the energy distribution,
the accuracy of extraction of their populations is rather l
~620%!, while for higherJ’s it is about65%. The extracted
rotational distributions show that the two spin–orbit states
NO(X) are approximately equally populated in all the corr
lated distributions. Therefore, in the rotational state distrib
tions shown in Fig. 8, which are compared to PST pred
tions, the spin–orbit levels were suppressed for clarity
presentation.

Inspection of Fig. 8 reveals that the rotational state d
tributions are not described well by PST, and appear to
hibit signatures of exit channel dynamics. The distributio
are likely to include contributions from one or more of th
following sources:~i! mapping of TS wave functions~bend-
ing and torsional! into fragment rotations;~ii ! exit-channel
repulsion and the angular anisotropy in the potential ene
surface; and~iii ! rotational energy flow beyond the TS.40 The
nature of the dynamical forces can be clarified by extend
the measurements to photolysis wavelengths closer to
threshold of reaction I, and such measurements are curre
in progress.

VI. SUMMARY

~1! A classical model that describes quantitatively t
deviations from axial recoil in photodissociation of triatom
species is applied to the dissociation of the tetra-atom
weakly bound molecule (NO)2 . It is shown that the devia-
tions are governed by the conservation of angular mom
tum.
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~2! The application of the model to the 213 nm phot
dissociation of (NO)2 describes well the dependence ofbeff

on NO(X,J) for the monitored NO(A,n50,N) levels. The
best fit in all cases is obtained at an interfragment separa
of RC52.660.4 Å, close to the N–N distance in the groun
state~2.26 Å!. For high rotational levels of NO(X), the dis-
sociation must take place in the plane, and it produces b
corotating and counterrotating NO fragments, possibly a
result of mapping of symmetric and antisymmetric transit
state wave functions into product rotational states. For
highest allowedJ states, due to angular momentum co
straints, only counterrotating products are allowed.

~3! The correlated NO(X) distributions and the globa
NO(A) distribution cannot be fit by constrained PST. T
dissociation takes place via a tight TS, and exit-channel
fects likely influence the final rotational state distributions

FIG. 8. Correlated distributions P(J) of NO(X,J) states extracted from the
observed energy distributions P(Et) ~see Fig. 3! for NO(A,N50,11,19) are
given as a bar graph. The corresponding PST distributions are show
comparison~solid line!.
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